
If you have any questions please call our help desk 01733 234118

Security Sticker Fitting Instructions
To start, give the surface area a good clean and wipe down with a
clean cloth to ensure no dirt, dust or grease remains. For tougher
stains, use warm soapy water.
The area will need to be grease and dirt free to allow the adhesive label
to achieve a long lasting grip.
Ensure the surface area is dry, before continuing.

Place on a flat surface with the letters facing up.
Once you’re happy with the positioning, turn over the sticker so the
letters are facing downwards.
Carefully peel back 50mm / 2 inches of the white backing paper.

Carefully position the adhesive sticker in the desired area, gently
press down on the exposed clear application tape to allow firm
fixture to the surface area.
(For extra aid, use masking tape at one end, to keep it’s position).
We recommend the front part of the roof for easy visibility for
police advantage points.

Once the revealed adhesive is stuck in position, pull the white
backing material from underneath. PRESS DOWN firmly with a
cloth OR thick rigid card, until the backing is completely removed.
This will ensure a smooth bond and eliminate the chance of air bubbles.
Your security sticker is now successfully attached!   

Final step, very carefully remove the clear application tape.
Start at any corner and slowly pull the clear tape towards you.
If any letters/numbers start to lift, re-apply the clear tape ONLY
on that affected area and press down firm on the letters/numbers.
You can now continue, slowly peeling the clear tape towards you.
Once fully removed, congratulations you’ve installed your own
security sticker!
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To ensure long lasting results - do not wash the stickers with cleaning
solutions. This will weaken the adhesive and encourage the vinyl to lift.


